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VNLA Vanilla PARFAIT Outdoor Roller Skates!
 

VNLA Parfait – from the Jam skating tradition comes a durable, super cute and super comfortable high top for recreation, trail, park and dance
skate – for skaters that love to skate!! 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Base price with tax $265.00

Price with discount $235.00

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price $235.00

Sales price without tax $235.00

Save: $-30.00

Tax amount 

  

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

The VNLA Vanilla Parfait!!
The latest skate from Vanilla Skate Co., already creating tough, durable skates for the Jam-skating world since 2005, the all NEW Parfait
introduced in 2021 has been a hit!! a durable high-top skate for recreation, trail, park and dance – for skaters that love to skate! This super cute
and super comfortable high top skate features outdoor 78A wheels, 58mm x 32mm with ABEC 7 bearings, aluminum plates, and adjustable 5/8"
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toe stops! The Parfait is also 20% lighter than most high-top roller skates! The VNLA hits all the right notes, and at a great pricepoint for a
quality entry level hightop! Ladies Fit true to size from Ladies US 6-11! Order your usual shoe size for snug fitting runners. The Parfait
accommodates wide feet, if you have narrow feet, you may want to add an extra insole or try lacing snugger at the toe. Half sizes should order
1/2 size down as opposed to the usual 1/2 size up. For example, if you are a Ladies 7.5 shoe, your best fit will likely be the Ladies size 7.
(NOTE: Email or Call for best advice prioe to ordering!)

Featuring:
Boot: Vegan Microfiber 
Plate: Aluminum plates with adjustable toe stops
Wheels: 78A outdoor wheels 58mm x 32mm
Bearings: VNLA ABEC 7
Toe Stops: Adjustable 5/8" Rubber toe stops

Sizing:
Measure an insole from one of your snug fitting running shoes and compare to the insole measurement here to get an idea of how it will fit.

 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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